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Further to our discussions with yourselves and Ian Bowman we provide below an
outline scope of the structural works of what we would expect from precedent for a
significant (>70%NBS) strengthening project. This has been qualitatively assessed
based on our significant experience in these types of projects.
The scope assumes the ground floor shopfronts should be maintained as “open”
and not have diagonal bracing crossing them. The diagrams over the page are
marked on an existing ground floor plan from the 1980’s which indicates the
original heritage elements remaining at that time: the basis of our scoping.
Scope:
1.Eight new large or double helix Screw Piles (assumed installed outside
building with permission from STDC) 10-12m deep.
2. New Moment Resisting Seismic Frames to each street facade. 4.5T High St
(2 stories high) and 3.5T Regent St (1 storey high). Heavy butt-welded
stiffened joints, and bolted site splices.
3.New K-Frame 1st Floor to Roof, with columns running down to G floor with
lots grouted starters to adjacent walls. 3T steelwork.
4.Foundation beams cut through and reconnected to existing slab with grouted
starters, average size and reinforcement 800x500 200kg/m3. Grouted
starters to adjacent walls.
5.Perimeter ply strip 0.6 wide at underside of 1t floor. Blocking and fixings
through to façade at 0.6c/c
6.Perimeter steel mullions 1st floor through roof to top of parapet (note
weathering over), 14 off at 0.2T each, pairs grouted starters at 600crs to
brick.
7.Perimeter tie in at roof either 600 wide ply at ceiling or 200PFC at underside
of ceiling with grouted starters at 600 crs. Either option, additional 250PFC
between mullions at Parapet to (galv.) with grouted starters to brick.
8.Roof Cross bracing 35kg/m2 over plan area.
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Note that the above is an outline of what we would expect from precedent for a
significant (>70%NBS) technically and does not provide any opinion on the
appropriateness or suitability of strengthening in this instance.
Regards
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